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Ideal Customer Profile Instructions

The Ideal Customer Profile tool allows for an objective evaluation of one's customers with the overall goal of growing desira ble key accounts, finding new 

accounts that are desirable, and then determining which accounts, over time, you may want to part ways with. Similarly, when the table is completed, you will 

be able to see which customers are valuable in their totality versus who is only valuable in just an order -by-order basis. 

Steps:

1. Prior to the ideal customer profile session, have the team take some time, on their own, and think about their "best" cli ents. Have each team member bring

materials and notes that will help explain their reasoning to the session.

2. In the session itself, consolidate all team member's customer selections. As a group, agree on the top 5 customers to eva luate. You may select more or less

customers if desired.

3. Take time to fill out the Ideal Customer Profile table:

Size:  How many employees

Location:  Where are they located? Geographical location? 

Industries Served:   What industry are in they in? Do they serve more than one?

Products/Services Offered:  What product(s) or service(s) do the offer?

Competitive Differentiation (secret sauce):  How are they different than their competitors? How do they stand out?

Complimentary Product or Services Offerings:  Is there anything they offer that isn't their primary product or service?

Current Challenges:  What are their challenges? Are there any areas they struggle in where you can assist with and charge mor e for?

4. Once completed, take time to evaluate the results and come up with a call to action aligned with your sales plan.

The Ideal Customer Profile is a tool that is used in the Platform. The "Ideal Customer Rating" reference material piece is an other tool you can use when 

ranking customers.
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